
 

 

SCREEN AN AWARD-WINNING 
INDIGENOUS FILM for CANADA 150 during 2017 

And join Canadians across the country in 

Honouring Indigenous Peoples in Canada 
 

Good Influence Films is joining a national movement to put Indigenous voices at the centre of CANADA 150 
and you can join the movement by screening an award-winning Indigenous film 

 
Launching in the summer of 2017, INDIGENOUS150+ provides a meaningful opportunity for Canadians 
to better understand the history and impact of Confederation on the First Nations, Inuit and Métis 
communities. By coming together to watch Indigenous films and engage in Indigenous led 
conversations, INDIGENOUS 150+ is an opportunity to build a more informed and inclusive work 
environment, deepen corporate social responsibility and offers companies a rich and meaningful way to 
educate Canadians during celebrate Canada 150 with their employees. 

 

“What we do now is forever” - Jesse Wente, Cinematheque Programmer TIFF 
 

What is INDIGENOUS 150+? 
As a response to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action, INDIGENOUS 150+ 
is a community and private sector driven national film and talk series aimed at building a more inclusive 
country by inviting Canadians to watch Indigenous films and to learn about First Nations, Inuit and Métis 
culture, history and teachings.  INDIGENOUS 150+ opens an important pathway for companies to 
respond to the TRC calls to action and shows leadership within their businesses and the larger 
community. 
 

Building on the Aabiziingwashi (WideAwake) initiative by NFB, APTN,  TIFF, and imagineNATIVE Film 
Festival, Good Influence Films is inviting businesses to screen award-winning Indigenous films for their 
employees as a way to put Indigenous voices at the centre of Canada 150. Good Influence films is 
helping to foster respectful commemorations and facilitate post-screening discussions led by Indigenous 
community leaders in partnership with First Peoples Group (firstpeoplesgroup.com).  Good Influence 
Films is working with the NFB as well as independent filmmakers to offer an exciting and diverse slate of 
award-winning indigenous films for businesses and communities to choose from.  
 

By understanding and acknowledging our past, and commemorating our present we can build an 
inclusive and vibrant future.  
 

HOW TO GET INVOLVED? 
Email us with your location and contact details and the number of people you’d like to include and we 
will be in touch to help you facilitate an INDIGENOUS 150+ event for your business or community.  
 

For further info email  screenings@goodinfluencefilms.com or call +1 647 821 2103 

 

www.goodinfluencefilms.com  
#INDIGENIZECANADA     #INDIGENOUS150+ 
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